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ABSTRACT
To date, the use of Doppler radar (WSR-88D) in wildland fire operations has been limited, with tactical
applications focused on analyzing ambient atmospheric features. This paper presents geographically diverse
analysis of radar-observed wildland fire convective plumes to determine indicators of plume mode for tactical
decision support. Through the visualization of buoyancy via thermal bubbles and vertical plumes, plume mode
is revealed via WSR-88D interrogation of three Southern Great Plains grass/shrub fires and two timber fires in
Texas and California. Analogous to thunderstorm convective modes, past research has identified two distinct
plume modes of wildland fire: multicell and intense convective plume. Multicell plume mode is characterized
by a series of shallow discrete cells that move away from the fire’s main buoyancy source, with successive cells
rising, expanding, and replacing cells from the updraft source. This process, known as the thermal bubble
concept, occurs most notably in strong vertical wind profile environments with a strong advection component.
These cells or thermal bubbles are observed via WSR-88D data for three Southern Great Plains cases. Intense
convective plumes are observed to be vertical with the low-level reflectivity maximum and maximum echo top
juxtaposed and occurrence is confined to weak wind environments; these plume structures are identified in the
two timber fire cases. An important WSR-88D signature, the back-sheared convective plume (hereafter BSCP),
is identified in terms of transverse vortices and vortex rings, which may imply enhanced combustion rates due
to increased turbulent mixing. Determination of plume convective mode via radar offers meteorologists the
ability to detect changes in plume mode and to provide important tactical decision support information about
fire behavior.

1. Introduction

K08 and K09, respectively) showed that for forest
fires, variations in buoyancy and the mean layer wind
determined primary plume mode as either multicell or
intense convective plume. Additional subsets exist for
both modes. Multicell plumes (K08) are characterized
by individual elements resembling thermal bubbles,
elements generated due to buoyancy and increased
combustion that rise and expand (Mphale et al. 2007).
The intense convective plume mode is characterized

Fire behavior is governed by the type and state
of fuels consumed, the topography, and ambient
atmospheric conditions (Bradshaw et al. 1983). Plume
mode, analogous to thunderstorm convective mode,
is determined by buoyancy and ambient wind, and is
indicative of certain fire behavioral characteristics. A
series of studies (Kiefer et al. 2008, 2009; hereafter
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by a buoyancy-driven and vertically oriented updraft
associated with inflow and outflow winds that spread
the fire erratically (Banta et al. 1992). The basic
premise behind a convective plume, as observed on the
Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D,
Crum and Alberty, 1993) is that heat flux increases
combustion, and as resultant buoyant forces accelerate
upward, pyrometeors (McCarthy et al. 2019) are lofted
higher in the plume (Jones and Christopher 2010). This
provides an indirect estimate of the general intensity
of a fire by the magnitude of returned reflectivity.
McCarthy (2019) emphasizes that to understand a
radar’s depiction of a plume it is important to know
the properties and distribution of pyrogenic scatterers.
The particle size distribution of the pyroconvective
plumes has a wide spectrum ranging from ash (2 μm
to 1 mm in diameter) to large vegetation (on the order
of centimeters in diameter to even larger) (McCarthy et
al. 2019). The diversity of sizes and shapes results in
a mixture of both Rayleigh and Mie scatterers within
the radar sampling volume and a significant reduction
of correlation coefficient (CC), especially due to Mie
scatterers (Kumjian 2013).
Recent innovations in National Weather Service
(NWS) fire weather operations have included tactical
fire notifications of new wildfire ignitions derived from
remote sensing tools such as Geostationary Orbiting
Environmental Satellites (GOES) (Lindley et al. 2016).
In a future warning paradigm, such notifications may
constitute fire-specific warnings and communicate
actionable tactical information with respect to firescale intelligence additionally derived from radar
(Lindley et al. 2018). The WSR-88D has proven
capable of providing useful tactical observations of
convective plumes (Rogers et al. 1997), as well as
wind shift interactions associated with near-surface
boundaries including cold fronts (Lindley et al. 2006)
and thunderstorm outflow (Potter and Hernandez
2017) that result in fire-site changes in wind speed
and direction. Wind shifts are often times detrimental
to firefighting efforts and continue to be a leading
contributor to firefighter fatalities (Arizona State Fire
Department 2013). Additionally, the WSR-88D has
been used to detect horizontal convective rolls that are
coincident with a fire, resulting in short-term increases
in buoyant forces, strengthening convective plumes,
and an increase in non-steady state fire behavior
(Murdoch et al. 2016). WSR-88D and Doppler data
were used as a tool to provide convective plume height
and trajectory information, which has proven valuable
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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for air quality and transportation impacts (Ashley et al.
2015). Forecasters leveraging meteorological remote
sensing tools, such as radar and satellite data, possess
a unique capability to serve as “eyes and ears” for
firefighters in the field. Therefore, as the fire weather
support provided by NWS forecast offices continues
to shift towards improved impact-based decisionsupport services (IDSS; NWS 2018), it will become
increasingly important for forecasters to relay critical
information on high impact fires using remotely sensed
fire-atmosphere interactions (Lareau et al. 2018) to key
decision makers and first responders.
Unfortunately, conceptual models for applying
WSR-88D analysis to operational tactical support for
wildland fire are lacking. Analogous to severe weather
signatures observed through radar analysis of deep
moist convection, we also propose benefits of radar
analysis for pyroconvective processes associated with
wildland fire. Recently, McCarthy et al. (2019) noted
the importance of using the temporal advantages of
radar to aid in linking plumes and the atmosphere in
operational settings. Viewing the convective plume
as an atmospheric process of convective continuity
provides radar operators context in which to analyze
plume morphology. This paper investigates Doppler
radar-based observations of convective plumes
with the purpose of documenting characteristics of
plumes modeled in research and observed in the
field, promoting increased tactical awareness for the
advantage of firefighter and public safety. This paper
can be viewed as a first step in preparation for possible
paradigm changes in tactical fire operations for the
NWS. Through radar analysis of the 350 Complex [5
April 2016; 233 km2 (57 576 ac)], the Buffalo Fire [18
February 2016; 73 km2 (18 039 ac)] in northwestern
Oklahoma, the Jackson County Fire in southwestern
Oklahoma [1 March 2017; 20 km2 (4,942 ac)], the Cedar
Fire in south-central California [19 August 2016; 110
km2 (27 182 ac)], and the Hidden Pines Fire in central
Texas [14 October 2015; 19 km2 (4,795 ac); Fig. 1, Table
1], it will be shown that plume mode can be determined
operationally in agreement with Mphale et al. (2007),
K08, K09, and that basic tactical-level conclusions can
be made about the atmospheric environment and on
fire behavior. These conceptual models have led to the
observation of thermal bubbles, transverse vortices, and
BSCP through the WSR-88D network.
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Table 1. Summary of fire and radar information used
for this study.

to create derived products such as maximum echo tops,
there is almost a 9-min difference between the base
product (reflectivity) time stamp and maximum echo
top time stamp. The GR2 program makes a distinction
between “volume coverage start time” to reflect base
product generation time, and “product time” to signify
the time in which the derived product was produced by
the RPG. These time differences are included in our
analysis where maximum echo top data were used. It is
important to be aware of these time differences because
the horizontal spatial difference between the low-level
reflectivity maxima and the echo top maxima can be
exaggerated.

Figure 1. Regional map showing fire locations and fire
mode along with corresponding WSR-88D locations
used for this study. Click image for an external version;
this applies to all figures and tables hereafter.
2. Data and methods
In this study, convective plumes from five fires are
analyzed using WSR-88D data from Vance Air Force
Base, Oklahoma (VNX); Frederick, Oklahoma (FDR);
Hanford, California (HNX); and Ft. Hood, Texas
(GRK). In each case Volume Coverage Pattern (VCP)
32 (NOAA 2017) was used. The five fires examined
include three warm season fires, two of which (Cedar
and Hidden Pines Fires) were in timber understory fuels
(fuel model TU5 timber understory, Scott and Burgan,
2005), with the other (350 Complex) in grass fuel
regimes (fuel model GR3 grass fuel, Scott and Burgan,
2005). Meanwhile, both the Buffalo and Jackson
County Fires were cool season fires in grass/shrub fuels
(fuel model GR3 grass fuel, Scott and Burgan, 2005).
In our analysis we distinguished between weak and
strong multicell plumes by comparing the dimension
of the thermal bubbles and the horizontal distance
downstream with respect to time. An analysis of the
horizontal distances between the lowest level reflectivity
maxima and the echo top maxima for multicell plumes
and intense convective plumes was used to distinguish
plume modes. Level II data (NOAA 2018) were
downloaded from the NEXRAD Amazon Web Services
and examined with the GRLevel2 program produced
by Gibson Ridge Software, LLC including: maximum
echo top and base reflectivity (dBZ). Volumetric
displays were created to illustrate plume structure and
identify plume features. As a result of the time needed
for the Radar Product Generator (RPG; WDTD 2019)
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11

3. Multicell radar analysis
The multicell plume mode is described as “a series
of discrete vertical protrusions of soot and smoke with
a substantial lateral component of motion” (K08). This
plume mode represents what is commonly known as
a wind-driven fire (Rothermel 1991). Multicell mode
can be broken down further into the strong and weak
multicell, distinguished by cells that can develop
vertically through the mixed layer (Stull 1988) from
those that do not. Weak multicell mode is characterized
by velocity couplets that deepen as distance increases
from the fire, and under strong surface winds and
increasing wind with height the strongest vertical
velocities are found as far downwind as 15-20 km
(K09). The thermal bubble conceptual model is an
indication of energy released (Mphale et al. 2007),
which indirectly highlights the upward acceleration of
buoyant forces within the plume (Fig. 2), agreeing with
the K08 multicell mode. By observing changes in the
reflectivity data and the plume height relative to the lowlevel reflectivity maxima and cellular characteristics,
changes in a fire’s updraft can be inferred. To be clear,
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Figure 2. Conceptual illustration of thermal bubble
formation, adopted from Mphale et al. 2007 (their Fig.
2).
weak and strong multicell plumes refer to the cellularity,
not the intensity, of a fire; a high intensity wind-driven
fire will generally exhibit a weak multicell plume.
a. WSR-88D identification of multicells
Recently, Doppler lidar observations of the El
Portal Fire in California (Lareau and Clements 2017;
hereafter LC17) confirmed K09 results that individual
“convective elements” can be spatially and temporally
followed downstream (Fig. 3a). Mobile X-Pol Radar
(McCarthy et al. 2018) used high temporal resolution
range height data to capture individual “puffs”
transporting an increased amount of pyrometeors (Fig.
3b). It is important to note that lidar and WSR-88D
are detecting different scatterers. Lidar detects smoke
aerosols (diameters less than one μm) whereas WSR88D detects the larger pyrometeors (diameters >100 μm;
Jones and Christopher 2010). The advantages of using
portable, high resolution temporal and spatial radars
are obvious; however, the challenge for operational fire
weather forecasters is to analyze convective plumes
using the available fixed platforms of national network
radars with less temporal and spatial resolution.
In the advective wind environment of the typical
plains grass fires, positively buoyant air over a fire
is transported away from the heat source setting up a
plume geometry that is tilted downwind in the vertical.
Likewise, the maximum echo top of the convective
plume is displaced downwind from the buoyancy
source as shown in the Buffalo Fire case (Fig. 4a). The
well-defined thermal bubbles in the Jackson County
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11

Figure 3. (a) Time height series showing that convective
elements are tracked in Doppler lidar data and the
horizontal vortex on the downwind side of the plume for
the El Portal Fire. Image adopted from LC17, their Fig.
6. (b) A range height time series of convective plume
elements of the Dereel Fire using X-Pol radar showing
plume evolution. Image adopted from McCarthy et al.
2018, their Fig. 3.
Fire (Fig. 5) are indicative of a strong multicell plume
mode in that within the first 20 minutes of detection
by the WSR-88D, the first thermal bubble is 13 km
downstream with a 4.1 km width along the downstream
component. In comparison, the less defined, more
continuous and elongated thermal bubbles of the
350 Complex in northwestern Oklahoma (Fig. 6) are
indicative of the weak multicell plume mode, and
within 20 minutes of detection the first thermal bubble
was 29.6 km downstream with a width of 10.2 km along
the downstream component. These differences were
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Figure 5. KVNX (a) base reflectivity (dBZ; valid at
1755, 1805, and 1815 UTC) for the Jackson County,
Oklahoma fire on 1 March 2017. (b) 00-hr RUC
sounding analysis for Frederick, Oklahoma valid at
1800 UTC 1 March 2017, where solid red trace shows
environmental temperature and solid green trace
depicts environmental dewpoint, with wind barbs (kt)
and digital readout displayed on the far right in yellow.
White horizontal dashed lines with numeric values
represent vertical height in kft. (c) Volumetric radar
display from KVNX at 2155 UTC. Red dashed line on
(b) and (c) represents approximate depth of convective
boundary layer as inferred from the forecast sounding.

Figure 4. KVNX (a) base reflectivity (dBZ; valid at
2155, 2205, and 2214 UTC) and maximum echo top
(kft; valid at 2203, 2212, and 2202 UTC) for the Buffalo
Fire in northwestern Oklahoma on 18 February 2016.
Red crosses (max reflectivity, near updraft source)
and yellow crosses (max echo top) are displaced from
one another, highlighting how the maximum echo
top is typically displaced downwind from the lowlevel reflectivity maxima (red cross). (b) 00-hr RUC
sounding analysis for Woodward, Oklahoma valid at
2200 UTC 18 February 2016, where solid red trace
shows environmental temperature and solid green trace
depicts environmental dewpoint, with wind barbs (kt)
and digital readout displayed on the far right in yellow.
White horizontal dashed lines with numeric values
represent vertical height in kft. (c) Volumetric radar
display from KVNX at 2155 UTC. Red dashed line on
(b) and (c) represents approximate depth of convective
boundary layer as inferred from the forecast sounding.

Figure 6. KVNX (a) base reflectivity (dBZ; valid at
2029, 2038, and 2047 UTC) for the 350 Complex Fire
in northwestern Oklahoma on 5 April 2016. (b) 00hr RUC sounding analysis for Woodward, Oklahoma
valid at 2000 UTC 5 April 2016, where solid red trace
shows environmental temperature and solid green trace
depicts environmental dewpoint, with wind barbs (kt)
and digital readout displayed on the far right in yellow.
White horizontal dashed lines with numeric values
represent vertical height in kft. (c) Volumetric radar
display from KVNX at 2155 UTC. Red dashed line on
(b) and (c) represents approximate depth of convective
boundary layer as inferred from the forecast sounding.

attributed to advection within the stronger ambient
vertical wind environments for the Buffalo Fire and the
350 Complex and deeper convective boundary layers
as seen in the proximity soundings (Fig. 4b-c, 6b-c,
respectively).
b. Environmental conditions and tactical implications
Incorporating the thermal bubble concept along
with plume mode provides a framework for making
determinations about fire character. Recognition of
the thermal bubble is an immediate post-indicator of
buoyancy from fuel consumption; it should be stressed
that the thermal bubble itself is not necessarily an
indication of dangerous fire behavior. Finney and
McAllister (2018) noted that bubble frequency is related
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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to fire size or diameter. The identification of a persistent
series of thermal bubbles in radar data is an indicator
of a quasi-steady state fire and subsequent changes in
height, size and frequency of thermal bubbles are an
indication of a change in plume mode and fire character
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including intensity, which can be considered important
tactical information. A well-documented change in
fire behavior associated with increased intensity is
the transition from surface fire to crown fire. This
transition in burn character can occur in either timber or
brush fuel types, and is key intelligence for firefighter
decision support (Werth et al. 2016). In grass and shrub
fuels, fire intensity is limited by the amount of energy
that can be released, though a relatively lower height
of the plume’s maximum top may be counterintuitive.
The lower the plume’s maximum height and the farther
displaced downstream from the low-level reflectivity
maximum may be indications of increased wind and
therefore increased spread rates. It is noted that changes
in fuel type, fire behavior, topography, and firefighting
tactics could drastically change spread rates.
K09 emphasizes that the ability to discern different
multicell fire modes is of tactical importance in the
wildland fire environment. Cells in the strong multicell
case are capable of mixing air that has stronger winds
and low relative humidity aloft to the surface, thereby
increasing the potential for non-steady state fire
behavior. Strong multicell updrafts are deeper and loft
pyrometeors higher than the weak multicell updrafts.
This is important because a way for a fire to increase
its rate of spread is by spotting, in which the fire plume
lofts pyrometeors downwind, thus potentially igniting
new fires (Werth et al. 2016). Spotting is related in terms
of distance, long or short, from the fire and in terms
of pyrometeor size and density (Werth et al. 2016).
Cheney and Bary (1969) observed that most spotting
on wildfires occurred within a “fan-shaped” zone of 9°
either side of the “primary wind.” It is hypothesized
that pyrometeors in strong multicell plumes are lofted
to a height such that they can be extinguished before
returning to the surface fuels, suggesting that the greatest
spotting potential is generally with weak multicell cases.
There are exceptions, including resinous fuels in which
strong multicell plumes could result in greater spotting
distances (Sardoy et al. 2007). Pyrometeors and their
height within a plume are not the only consideration, the
receptiveness of the fuel bed in which the pyrometeors
land is important. Links between plume mode, plume
geometry, pyrometeors, and spotting distances need
further investigation.

convective plumes as compared to the more laterally
displaced plumes associated with stronger wind
environments seen on the Great Plains. Weaker winds
aloft support longer plume residence time over a fire
and less entrainment, and thus greater energy release
from timbered fuel regimes (K08). Therefore, the
convective plumes often reach much greater vertical
depths, and are driven by circulations focused around
the vertical axis of the fire’s buoyant plume, and the
maximum plume height is typically co-located, or
vertically stacked with reflectivity maxima in the lower
levels of the atmosphere. The intense convective plume
mode is associated with the more commonly known
plume-dominated fire (Rothermel 1991).
The visual appearance of a convective plume can be
an indicator of an organizing updraft. Haines and Smith
(1987) and Forthofer and Goodrick (2011) showed
that the “boiling appearance” on the upwind side of an
updraft is a visualization of buoyancy-induced transverse
vortices, and Clements et al. (2018) and Lareau and
Clements (2016, 2017) documented transverse vortices
on the downwind side of other plumes using Doppler
lidar, an important observation because Haines and
Smith (1987) indicated that turbulent mixing was
thought to obscure the downwind portion of the vortex
ring. Transverse vortices occur on a range of scales
(Werth et al. 2016) and collectively can form a transient
vortex ring. Turbulence has been shown to be key in
convective models as a means of increasing combustion
(Linn et al. 2002). Convective plume scale transverse
vortices are not only the visual representation of
buoyancy-generated vorticity but also are an indication
of turbulence and thus increased combustion rates (S.
Goodrick 2018, personal communication).
Werth et al. (2016) noted that individual “turrets”
(thermal bubbles) within a convective plume could move
upwind. The continuity of the updraft is supported by
low-level inflow and upper-level outflow or divergence,
recently documented with Doppler lidar observations
of the El Portal fire (LC17). A back-sheared anvil of
severe deep moist convection is an indicator of upperlevel divergence (Glickman 2000) and updraft strength.
We have identified an analogous BSCP and it is our
supposition that the presence of such a feature is an
indication of plume organization, including divergence
and updraft strength.

4. Intense convective plume
During the typical western United States summer
fire season, weaker winds aloft favor vertically erect
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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a. WSR-88D analysis of intense convective plume
mode

transverse vortices (Fig. 7a). The Cedar Fire developed
an enhanced BSCP signature 20 minutes later (Fig.
7a). A similar sequence occurred on the Hidden Pines
Fire (Fig. 8a). Proximity soundings (Fig. 7b and 8b)
for the Cedar and Hidden Pines fires, respectively,
clearly shows that the plumes rose through the top of
the convective boundary layer and encountered weak
ambient flow presumably near the equilibrium level
(Wicker and Cantrell, 1996). Additional cases are
needed to better associate the presence of the BSCP
to the convective boundary layer, equilibrium levels,
and ambient flow. It is our postulation that the radarobserved transverse vortices and BSCP agree with the
Haines and Smith (1987) graphical depiction of a vortex
ring distorted by ambient flow (Fig. 9). Indications of

WSR-88D observations of the Cedar and Hidden
Pines Fires (Fig. 7a-b and 8a-b) depict the vertical
upright updraft with low-level reflectivity maxima in
close proximity to the maximum plume height. The
application of buoyancy-generated vortex concepts to
the two forest fires presented here has led to the WSR88D observation of upwind transverse vortices and
BSCP. Two distinct protrusions were identified on the
upwind side of the Cedar Fire plume signaling climbing

Figure 7. (a) 1840 to 1858 UTC KHNX base reflectivity
(dBZ) and velocity (kt) volumetric depictions from
GR2 Analyst for the Cedar Fire in south-central
California on 19 August 2016. White transparent
circles on upper left reflectivity image (1840 UTC)
depict climbing transverse vortices on upwind side of
the updraft. Orange arrow on the 1849 UTC reflectivity
image highlights the developing stages of a BSCP, with
longer orange arrow at 1858 UTC depicting a more
fully developed BSCP as velocity analysis showed the
presence of anvil-level divergence for all three times.
(b) 00-hr RUC analysis for China Lake, California
valid at 1800 UTC 19 August 2016 where solid red
trace shows environmental temperature and solid green
trace depicts environmental dewpoint, with wind barbs
(kt) and digital readout displayed on the far right in
yellow. White horizontal dashed lines with numeric
values represent vertical height in kft. Red dashed
lines on both radar imagery (a) and forecast sounding
(b) represent approximate height of the convective
boundary layer. The white oval in 1858 UTC image
depicts the descending protuberances possibly implying
downward motion.
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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Figure 8. (a) 2118 to 2137 UTC KGRK base reflectivity
(dBZ) and velocity (kt) volumetric depictions from
GR2 Analyst for the Hidden Pines Fire in central
Texas on 14 October 2015. White transparent circle
on upper left reflectivity image (2118 UTC) depicts a
climbing transverse vortice on the upwind side of the
updraft. Orange arrow on the 2128 UTC reflectivity
image highlights the developing stages of a BSCP, with
longer orange arrow at 2137 UTC showing a more fully
developed BSCP, while velocity analysis at both 2128
and 2137 UTC showed weak anvil-level divergence. (b)
00-hr RUC sounding analysis for Austin, Texas valid
at 2100 UTC 14 October 2015, where solid red trace
shows environmental temperature and solid green trace
depicts environmental dewpoint, with wind barbs (kt)
and digital readout displayed on the far right in yellow.
White horizontal dashed lines with numeric values
represent vertical height in kft. Red dashed lines on both
radar imagery (a) and forecast sounding (b) represent
approximate height of the convective boundary layer.
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is important for operational forecasters to understand
that comparisons of maximum plume tops should be
made relative to the convective boundary layer and
not in terms of the absolute height of the plume. This
is well known in the realm of severe moist convection
by comparing the vertical extent of “low-topped”
supercells to “traditional supercells” through the prism
of the equilibrium level (Wicker and Cantrell 1996).
As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum plume height of
3657 m does not necessarily imply that the Hidden
Pines Fire was a less intense fire than the 9448 m plume
height observed in the Cedar Fire when the depth of the
convective boundary layer is taken into consideration.
The operational takeaway is that a plume that exceeds
the convective boundary layer is likely to have stronger
fire generated inflow winds, and thus erratic spread.

Figure 9. Taken from Haines and Smith 1987 that
depicts a vortex ring distorted by ambient wind.
descending protuberances or lobes on the downwind
side of the updraft were observed in the Cedar Fire
(Fig. 7a); however, we are uncertain if this represents
the downward component of the transverse vortices on
the downwind side of the updraft, as in Fig. 3a from
LC17. These protuberances are unlikely to be a separate
descending branch.

5. Conclusion
Through plume analysis of WSR-88D reflectivity
and derived echo top data in proximity to five
wildland fires in Oklahoma, Texas, and California,
we characterized both discrete multicell and intense
convective plume modes. Our analyses showed that
discrete multicell cases could be further subdivided
into weak and strong multicells, in agreement with
K09, with the primary discriminator being an almost
continuous reflectivity plume signature downstream

b. Environmental conditions and tactical implications
Forthofer and Goodrick (2011) showed that the
observation of climbing transverse vortices are not
directly associated with “erratic fire behavior” but
implies the presence of turbulence and the likelihood
of increased combustion rates which have implications
for changing fire behavior. Considering that the
plume formation is a convective process, we note a
potential ordered sequence of development, upwind
transverse vortices and implied turbulence, and BSCP
development. Similarly, we see this sequence as radar
indications of increased combustion rates, implying
the likelihood of increased fire intensity and transitory
changes in fire behavior. These changes in fire behavior
may include erratic spread as the buoyant updraft
influences the inflow and outflow winds, thereby
complicating the near-surface wind pattern resulting in
the increased likelihood of non-steady state fire spread
and less predictable tactical outcomes. Further study is
needed to determine if upwind transverse vortices are
potential pre-indicators of BSCP formation, and thus a
predictive signature for possible erratic fire behavior.
For intense convective plumes, the radar-observed
changes in maximum plume height is a direct indicator
of changes in the updraft, and the updraft is related to
convergence at the surface fire plume base (LC17). It
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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Figure 10. (a) KGRK base reflectivity (dBZ) and (b)
maximum echo top (kft) for the Hidden Pines Fire (3657
m) in central Texas on 14 October 2015. (c) KHNX
base reflectivity (dBZ) and (d) maximum echo top (kft)
for the Cedar Fire (9448 m) in south-central California
on 19 August 2016. Yellow (maximum reflectivity, near
updraft source) and red crosses (maximum echo top)
are generally located in the same vicinity for both fires,
highlighting how the low-level reflectivity maxima is
often juxtaposed with the maximum echo top for plume
dominated fires.
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Table 2. Summary of preliminary plume mode related
radar signatures along with expected environmental
conditions and possible impacts on wildland fires based
on plume mode.

of surface buoyancy source in weak multicell cases,
whereas strong multicell cases maintain discrete
thermal bubbles as the plume moves away from the
fire. An important distinction is made between plume
mode and fire intensity; weak multicell plume mode
does not infer a fire with less intensity. Meanwhile,
the intense convective plume mode is characterized by
deep vertical updrafts with the main convective plume
coincident with the main buoyancy source in response
to a weak vertical wind profile, in agreement with
K09. For such plume modes, our analyses identified
key plume features to include thermal bubbles, vertical
updrafts, plume scale transverse vortices, and BSCPs.
Of most interest for intense convective plume mode
was the identification of plume scale transverse vortices
and the BSCP. The presence of the BSCP is thought to
be the culmination of transverse vortices at the top of
the convective boundary layer or equilibrium level and
serve as an indication of a fully developed convective
plume with a corresponding strong updraft.
In tactical firefighting, identifying changes in
weather and fire behavior are at the forefront of
priorities for firefighter safety. Even though it is difficult
to provide specific impacts through radar analysis, our
study linked radar signatures to plume mode in the
wildfire environment. By monitoring and identifying
changes in radar-based signatures and applying preexisting fire structure and behavior conceptual models
to these signatures, it is proposed that meteorologists
can derive useful fire environment intelligence for fire
managers. Table 2 is a preliminary summary, based on
limited data, serving as placeholder for future radar
studies that may attempt to link plume mode radar
signatures to environmental conditions and possible
fire impacts. This summary can also serve as a template
for future researchers and operational meteorologists
to contextualize observations of plume mode and
environmental conditions.
Tactical fire weather services provided by NWS
forecasters are evolving. This evolution is most recently
evidenced by the increased use of satellite datasets for
fire notifications (Lindley et al. 2016). In addition,
forecasters may consider using more rapid WSR88D VCPs, including Supplemental Adaptive IntraVolume Low-Level Scans (SAILS; Daniel et al. 2014),
thereby increasing the temporal resolution of the lowest
elevation scans. A new clear air mode scan strategy,
VCP 35, runs at similar time intervals as precipitation
modes and results in more frequent scans of convective
plumes than VCP 31 and 32 (WDTD 2018). Expanded
ISSN 2325-6184, Vol. 7, No. 11
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remote sensing strategies may serve as a prototype for
future NWS fire warning paradigms (Lindley et al.
2018). Lareau et al. (2018) suggests the increased use of
radar and satellite observations to provide heightened
situational awareness of high impact wildfires.
Although a variety of environmental conditions
including topography, fuel type and suppression efforts
can all lead to changes in wildland convective plume
characteristics, meteorological remote sensing can
provide valuable tactical information for increased
firefighter safety.
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